


 

 

 

April 4, 2011                                                                                                      154.002.009.001 

 
 
Mr. Daniel Siegfried, Managing Attorney 
Alliant Energy Corporate Services 
Legal Department 
200 First Street SE 
PO Box 351 
Cedar Rapids, IA  52406-0351 
 
 
Re:  Response to Additional Activities Request  
       United States Environmental Protection Agency 
       March 29. 2011 Response to Alliant’s March 23, 2011 Submittal 
 
 
Dear Mr. Siegfried;  
 
Aether DBS, LLC is responding to additional activities requests A, B and F from the United 
States Environmental Protection Agencies (USEPA’s) letter to Alliant Energy Corporation 
(Alliant) of March 29, 2011.  For completion in our response, the USEPA request is repeated 
along with Aether’s response. 
 

A. Conduct a formal dam break analysis based on a catastrophic failure of the Economizer 
Ash Pond, with accompanying calculations and reference material, signed by a 
Professional Engineer on letterhead. 
 
The calculations and references in support of the dam break analysis summarized in 
Alliant’s March 23, 2011 submittal are enclosed as Attachment A.  The analysis is based 
on the momentum principals of Saint-Venant.  The liquefied ash is conservatively 
treated as water with no viscosity.    The force of the released wave on the clay 
embankment at the north end of the Upper Ash Pond is based on the conservation of 
energy. 
 
The release of a negative roll wave as presented in Chow, is based on an infinite source 
of water (liquefied soil).  The equation projects that the flow reaches a constant 
thickness forever.  The Economizer Ash Pond is not infinite and the spreading of 
liquefaction in the Economizer Ash Pond will run out of source at about the same time it 
reaches the Upper Ash Pond north embankment.  In support of this finite limiting 
concept, the TVA Kingston ash pile ran out of source before the entire pond contents 
flowed out of the pond area. 
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When the flowing ash stops it stops suddenly and reverts to a solid form.  From 
experience at Kingston the change from fluid behavior to solid behavior occurs at a unit 
weight of 70 to 75 pounds per cubic foot.   For conservatism, Aether assumed that the 
unit weight of the flowing ash was 95 pounds per cubic foot when it contacts the Upper 
Ash Pond embankment.  The resultant pressure will not move the clay embankment. 
 
Aether trusts that a review of the calculations and references in conjunction with the 
Figures showing the true scale variations of site features will assure the USEPA that the 
contents of a liquefied Economizer Ash Pond will remain within the confines of the 
Economizer Ash Pond and the Upper Ash Pond at the Burlington Generating Station. 
 
The work by Aether was perform by or under the supervision of Mr. Timothy J. 
Harrington, P.E. who has over 35-years of engineering experience including significant 
work on the liquefaction of soils and the effects of earthquakes on structures founded on 
soil.   Mr. Harrington directed work at TVA Kingston to remove ash from the Emory 
River and is experienced with the ways that ash handles when in a liquefied state.  Mr. 
Harrington is a registered professional engineer in ten states and is responsible for the 
technical content of Aether’s presentation.  
 

B. Conduct a hydraulic study that verifies only water is released in the event of an 
Economizer embankment failure. 
 
If static liquefaction results in fluidized economizer ash flowing north into the Upper 
Ash Pond the flowing ash would displace water and settled fluid ash in the Upper Ash 
Pond.  The displaced water would flow to the western end of the Upper Ash Pond and 
up and over the crest of the Upper Ash Pond.  The liquefied mass of Economizer Ash 
would be arrested at the Upper Ash Embankment with all motion complete in less than 
10-minutes (Attachment A). 
 
Aether estimates that the Upper Ash Pond contains approximately 1,000,000 cubic feet 
of water and that 50% of the water will flow to the western end of the pond and 50% 
will go over the top of the Upper Ash Pond embankment and enter the Lower Ash Pond, 
Attachment B.  The rate of flow over the top of the embankment will be proportional to 
the arrival of the liquefied Economizer Ash with 90% of the flow in the first three 
minutes and the remaining 10% over the next seven minutes. 
 
The water overtopping the Upper Ash Pond will be detained in the Lower Ash Pond and 
will result in an increase of the Lower Ash Pond water elevation by approximately 8-
inches.  The flow over the Lower Ash Pond discharge weir will increase by three times 
the normal flow and the first 25% of the surge of water will take approximately 2.5 
hours to discharge from the Lower Ash Pond.  Half of the displaced water will take 
about 6 hours to discharge and approximately 24 hours to drain approximately 90% of 
the displaced water over the lower ash pond weir structure.  The retention will provide 
more than adequate time for the fluid ash from the Upper Ash Pond to settle prior to 
discharge of the water to the Mississippi River. 
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F. Install slope inclinometers in association with the new borings.  The slope inclinometer 
data should provide locations and magnitude of horizontal movement within the 
Economizer Ash Pond embankment and underlying materials.  Periodic measurements 
should provide data on the rate of movement.  This data should be part of a 
geotechnical report that describes the actions taken by Alliant to address the 
embankment stability issue. 

 
Aether does not understand how the use of slope inclinometers would lower the ash 
release risk at the Burlington Station.  The failure mechanisms that would lead to 
liquefaction flow are either a design level earthquake or a static shear event that causes 
static liquefaction of the Economizer Ash Pond.  Both of these events would be sudden 
without movement of the embankments prior to the liquefaction event.  The slope 
inclinometers would not show movement prior to the event. 
 
Liquefaction is triggered by sudden increases of pore water pressure in fine sands, silts 
or sensitive clays.  Sudden means occurring in less than a minute.  These increases may 
result from the cyclic shearing that occurs in the strong motion of a large earthquake or 
by the sudden shearing failure of a slope that is saturated.  In both cases the slope will 
not be moving prior to the shearing event.  At TVA Kingston the slope failed due to 
increased seepage pressure and weight from suddenly increasing the hydraulic flow to 
the pile. 
 
Aether understands that the hydraulic flow to the Economizer Ash Pond has not 
increased and that Alliant is removing Economizer Ash as it accumulates and taking it 
off the top of the Economizer Ash Pond. 
 
Aether suggests that we first determine if a clay embankment is present in the eastern 
half of the north Economizer Ash Pond embankment before making decisions on the use 
of inclinometers as a monitoring tool.  The purpose in that case would be to monitor the 
relative movements between the embankment and the underlying soil that might be 
occurring because of increased loadings.  

 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Timothy J. Harrington, P.E. 

 
 
 
Mark W. Loerop, P.E 
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